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Abstract         . 

Terrain exploration with the help of autonomous unmanned ground vehicles can be 
very cost effective in several military applications, such as mine clearing, decontamination, 
surveillance, and similar operations. A subtask in autonomous operations is planning the 
traveling route so that the main goal (the exploration of the terrain) is achieved in the shortest 
time, the entire area of interest is covered, and the terrain features that are discovered during 
the exploration are taken into account in real time. In this report, we propose a solution to 
the subtask. The solution employs a navigation function that is computed using an algorithm 
based on Huygens' Principle in optics. The proposed solution is an extension of previously 
reported route-finding methods to predetermined destinations in open terrains. In such 
terrains, it is necessary to distinguish between terrain in the vicinity of the robot and at 
farther distances. In the vicinity, the terrain must be carefully examined; therefore, a detailed 
vicinity terrain map is needed. Terrain features at larger distances can be handled by using 
approximate representations. In this report, two methods for handling open terrain problems 
are presented: a vicinity map method and a telescopic map method. The advantages of each 
method are discussed and examples illustrate how to use the methods in exploration tasks. 
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1. Introduction 

In this report, we consider terrain exploration by autonomous ground vehicles. The 

advantage of using unmanned ground vehicles for dangerous tasks is obvious; the Army has used 

unmanned ground vehicles for a number of different military tasks, such as mine clearing, 

munitions disposal, and range maintenance (Contreras 1998; Moore 1998). The unmanned 

vehicles are typically operated with remote control by an operator and observer who is located at 

a distance from the vehicle. The usefulness of the teleoperated vehicles can be considerably 

enhanced by removing the need for a nearby operator and employing autonomous robotic 

vehicles. To operate autonomously, a robot must be able, among other things, to plan its route in 

an unknown or partially known terrain according to given restrictions. For example, one might 

seek a route for an exploring robot so that by the end of the journey, the whole area of interest 

has been covered and the travel time has been used efficiently. This route planning task for an 

exploring robot is similar to the task of finding a route to a given destination through partially 

known terrain. Finding routes to given destinations has been investigated previously by the 

author (Celmins 1997, 1998, 1999); in this report, the extensions of some of the previous 

methods to terrain exploration tasks are described. 

Autonomous robot navigation presents two different problems, each of which requires its 

own solution. The two problems are long-range route planning and motion control of the robot 

for short-range movements (Celmins 1997). In this report, we are concerned with the former 

problem in which one seeks a rough outline of the route that the robot should follow. The 

negotiation of the planned route is the subject of the second task in which proper motions of the 

robot are determined, taking into account the conditions of the robot's immediate neighborhood. 

The details of the path actually traveled generally differs from the planned route because local 

conditions are not taken into account by the solution of the first task. 

The method described here for long-range route planning is a navigation-function method 

(Rimon and Koditschek 1988, 1989, and 1990). In navigation-function methods, the navigation 

route is determined in two steps.    A first step establishes a navigation function over a 
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two-dimensional terrain plane. The navigation function is defined as having absolute minima 

only at locations which the robot is tasked to visit, having no relative minima, and depending 

only on such elements of the terrain information which are relevant for the planned route. The 

relevance of the information depends on the task assigned to the robot. For instance, the threat 

level is important only if the robot is supposed to avoid danger, visibility might be important for 

scouting missions, and navigation speed is important for finding a fast route. The second step of 

the method consists of finding the navigation route by a local algorithm on the navigation 

function, such as determining a path of steepest descent. 

In this report, we are concerned with the exploration of a specified area in the shortest 

possible time. Therefore, the salient property of the terrain is the navigation speed. We assume 

that the property of the terrain is present in the robot's memory in a raster map (the terrain plane 

is subdivided in quadratic cells and an average navigation speed is specified for each cell). The 

size of the terrain cells governs the granulation of the input information and the accuracy of the 

computed route; the proper granulation depends on the navigation task. Thus, to decontaminate 

a dwelling, a cell size of 10 x 10 cm2 might be required; for a mine-clearing task in a battlefield, 

a cell size of 1 m2 might be adequate; for area reconnaissance, 10 x 10 m2 or larger cells can be 

sufficient. 

The navigation function is computed from the speed map, but because the speed map is 

granulated, the function is computed only at the centers of the terrain cells. This granulation of 

the navigation function has numerical advantages because the function can be computed by a 

very simple and fast algorithm that uses Huygens' Principle in optics. The second step—the 

computation of the route—is done in the granulated navigation function and the route is 

presented as an ordered list of terrain cells that the robot should visit. 

In battlefield applications, usually the terrain is open; available terrain maps cover a much 

larger area than is necessary for the navigation task. Because the route planning must be done 

on-board and in real time, it is important to reduce or eliminate unnecessary map information. In 

this report, we consider reduction of information by employing a vicinity map that contains 



detailed relevant information and covers only a limited neighborhood of the robot. As the robot 

moves, new vicinity maps are generated in sequence so that the route-planning algorithm always 

uses complete terrain information for a limited number of steps ahead. Information about distant 

parts of the terrain, which are located outside the vicinity map, is used only to provide a general 

direction for the planned route. 

The next section describes in detail the determination of the navigation function and the 

computation of optimal routes. Section 3 describes the application of the route-finding methods 

from section 2 to terrain exploration tasks where the goal is complete exploration of a prescribed 

area using sensors with finite sensing distances. Section 4 presents application examples of the 

methods, while section 5 provides a summary of conclusions. 

2. Route-Planning With Huygens' Relief 

2.1 General Description. Planning of long-range navigation routes usually involves an 

optimization problem, such as finding the shortest route that avoids obstacles, finding a route that 

is farthest removed from dangerous areas, or finding the fastest route in general terrain. One of 

the simplest and most applicable of these problems is finding a route from an initial location R to 

a destination D with the shortest travel time. (A solution process for such a problem can also 

determine, after slight modification, routes with the least exposure to danger or with the shortest 

crossings of wet areas, or similar restrictions.) The optimal route can be found with the help of a 

navigation function that models signal propagation in a space with variable signal propagation 

speed. The description of the algorithm starts by considering the problem of finding the path in a 

given map. An extension of the algorithm to exploration tasks in open and unknown terrains will 

be presented in section 3. 

Let D be the location of the destination and let v{x,y,z) be the signal propagation speed. 

Then, the travel time of a signal from D to the location R of the robot along a path 

P (u) = [x (u), y (u), z («)] is 



()~6~"uJ
D v[x(u),y(u)z(u)] 

(1) 

The signal path between the source D and the receiver R has the smallest signal travel time. 

Thus, the sought-for route with the smallest robot travel time from R to D is identical to the 

signal path from D to R. The signal path from D to R can be found by minimizing T with respect 

to the path function P(u), that is, by solving a problem of calculus of variations. The problem 

can be solved in closed form only for simple speed functions v(x,y,z); in the general case, 

numerical methods must be used. 

For the present application, we take an indirect approach to the numerical solution. Assume 

that the function H(x,y,z) of signal arrival times from D are known. Then, the path with the 

shortest travel time from any initial position R to D is the steepest descent path in the function H. 

Finding the steepest descent paths by numerical algorithms is simple. Therefore, in this 

approach, the main numerical problem is finding the signal arrival function H(x,y,z) which is 

available in closed form only for simple speed functions v(x,y,z) and simple geometries. To 

compute H(x,y,z), in the general case we propose an algorithm that uses Huygens' Principle in 

optics, which states that the wave front of a signal is also the envelope of secondary waves 

emanating from all points of the field. 

In our application, the navigation space (navigation terrain) is the x,y-plane, and the signal 

arrival function H(x,y) is computed at discrete points of the plane. Specifically, the navigation 

space is granulated by a square grid and H is computed at the centers of the grid cells. The 

concept of the computation by Huygens' Principle is as follows: we start at D, compute the 

signal arrival times at the centers of cells located next to D, and repeat the procedure by starting 

from the neighbor points until the space of interest is covered. However, to accurately calculate 

the signal arrival times at neighbor points, one must know the paths of signals between the 

source and the neighbor points.  To find these paths, we must again solve a problem of calculus 



of variations, but on a smaller scale (from one cell center to the center of a neighbor cell).  A 

practical solution to this problem is obtained by making three simplifying assumptions. 

First, we use average navigation speeds instead of the local speed values. That is, to each 

terrain cell with center coordinates (x,y), we assign an average speed of v(x,y) for that cell. 

Second, we granulate the direction of the signal propagation by assuming that a signal from one 

cell center can travel only to the cell centers of its eight neighbor cells. Third, we assume that 

signals travel along straight lines from one cell center to the next with constant speeds in each 

cell that equal the average speeds in the corresponding cells. 

The use of average speeds is not very restrictive for the modeling of signal propagation 

because any speed function v(x,y) can be approximated to any desired degree by choosing an 

appropriate cell size. The granulation of signal propagation directions is more problematic 

because it does not improve with grid refinement. It has, however, a common sense appeal when 

dealing with average speeds and the granulation significantly simplifies the algorithm for H(x,y). 

The described algorithm (where the signal arrival times are computed for successive cells 

starting with the source cell D) produces the final signal arrival times for all cells in one sweep if 

the navigation speed v(x,y) is constant. If it is not constant, then several iterations (repeated 

sweeps) will generally be needed to arrive at final values of H(x,y). The method as described is, 

however, not well suited for iterations because it is not self-correcting. A numerical error (such 

as a rounding error) that produces a value too small for H at any one location, propagates through 

the field during subsequent sweeps. Therefore, we modify the algorithm and use Huygens' 

Principle in reverse. Instead of considering every cell as source and computing signal arrival 

times at its neighbors, we consider every cell as a sink and all its neighbors as sources. That is, 

we compute the signal arrival times from all neighbors of the reference cell and choose the 

smallest arrival time for the reference cell. (At the beginning of the calculation, the destination 

cell D is assigned zero signal arrival time, which is not updated. All other cells receive an initial 

value Hiarge that is sufficiently large to also serve as an upper bound for signal arrival times.) 

This process is self-correcting; any arithmetical errors are eliminated or reduced in subsequent 



sweeps. Because Huygens' Principle is used for the calculation of the signal arrival function, we 

call the function H(x,y) a Huygens' relief. 

2.2 Vicinity Map Method. In the vicinity-map method, we calculate H(x,y) only in a 

vicinity map that represents a moderate neighborhood of the robot. If the destination is also in 

the vicinity map, then H can be calculated as described in section 2.1, and information about the 

terrain outside the vicinity map is not needed. If the destination is outside the vicinity map, then 

we assume that the outside terrain is uniform with constant navigation speed that equals an 

average speed for the area covered by the vicinity map. For such a terrain, Huygens' relief 

values can be computed in closed form and the closed form formulas are used to compute initial 

//-values for the boundary cells of the vicinity map. Next, H(x,y) is computed for interior cells 

of the vicinity map as described in section 2.1, except that now the boundary cells have 

predetermined initial values that are less than Hiarge. 

After Huygens' relief has been established for the vicinity map, the robot's route can be 

calculated by a local algorithm until the route reaches either the destination or a boundary zone 

of the map. We define the boundary zone by a distance to the map boundary that is less than the 

footprint of the robot (a user-defined size of the robot) and the sensing radius of the robot. For 

robots with no footprint (e.g., when the actual size of the robot is less than a terrain cell) and no 

sensing devices, we use a boundary zone with a width of two cells. When the computed path 

reaches the boundary zone, a new vicinity map is prepared which is centered around the last 

computed position and the process is restarted by computing the Huygens' relief for the new 

vicinity map. 

The initial values of H in the boundary cells represent signal arrival times from sources 

outside the vicinity map. We assume that these signals travel with constant speed and along 

straight lines from the sources to the boundary cells. This provides initial boundary values for 

the vicinity map that have a gradient toward the closest destination; the model is adequate as 

long as the destination is not very close to the vicinity map (in terms of the cell size). If the 

destination is close, then the speed in the receiving boundary cell is also taken into account by 



the following approximate formula. Let A, be the distance between the cell center of a boundary 

cell (ij) and the destination, dtj be the cell size, v,>- be the navigation speed in the cell, and vout be 

the constant speed outside the vicinity map. Then, the initial boundary value of Huygens' relief 

in the boundary cell is 

Hi} ={D{J -4,/2)/vour +4,./(2v,). (2) 

In cases with several destinations outside the vicinity map, the signal arrival times from all such 

destinations are computed with equation (2) and the smallest arrival time among the calculated 

values is chosen as the initial value for the boundary cell. 

If all destinations are inside the vicinity map, then there will usually be no need for Huygens' 

relief outside the map; therefore, initial boundary values do not need to be computed. 

Exceptions might be cases where the selected map size is too small for the problem so that all 

destinations are separated from the robot by impenetrable obstacles that extend over the whole 

width of the vicinity map and all possible routes are partially outside the map. In such cases, the 

proper approach is to use larger vicinity maps. 

After the initial values of the boundary cells are fixed, all other receiving cells within the 

vicinity map are assigned a value Hu,rge that exceeds all possible signal arrival times for the 

problem at hand. If there are source cells, then they receive the value H = 0 that is not updated 

by subsequent iterations. 

Next, the final relief values are calculated iteratively by sweeping over the vicinity map. In 

this iteration, the value at the center point of each interior non-source cell is determined as the 

lowest signal arrival time among the arrival times from all eight neighbor cells. The formula for 

signal arrival time is as follows. Let xy- and ytj be the coordinates of a cell center, vy- be the 

navigation speed in the cell, and Hy be the signal arrival time. If the navigation speed is finite, 

then the arrival time of a signal that arrives in the cell (i, j) from a neighbor cell (k, I) is 



^=^+0.5(l/vw+l/v,)[(%-^)2 + (yw-^)2]K. (3) 

If a navigation speed vy- or vü is zero (meaning impenetrable cells), then the corresponding Htj 

is set equal to Hiarge. The updated arrival time Htj in the cell (i, j) is set equal to the minimum of 

the values H$ over the index sets i-l<*<i + l, j-l<k<j + l (that is, over all eight 

neighbor cells of cell [i, j\), and Hiarge. For boundary cells, equation (3) is applied only for 

neighbors (k,t) that are inside the vicinity map; the minimum is selected among those 

calculations and the initial boundary value computed with equation (2). The iteration is 

terminated when all values of Htj have converged. The theoretical maximum number of 

iterations is equal to the number of cells in the map. However, in practical applications, the 

number of iterations can be contained to about ten or less by a proper arrangement of sweep 

directions and sequences. A useful general sweep arrangement is to start with a radial sweep 

emanating from a source, followed with line sweeps in alternating directions. The first (radial) 

sweep usually produces the final values in all but a few cells. The subsequent sweeps in 

different directions take care of signal refractions around low-speed areas. 

The computed relief has no relative minima inside the map because each inside cell has at 

least one neighbor that is a source cell with a lower relief value. Cells that have the value Hiarge 

after convergence cannot be reached by a signal from any source (destination) cell. Therefore, 

Hiarge indicates those areas from which no destination can be reached by a robot. 

The robot's route within the vicinity map is determined stepwise by proceeding from the 

robot's position to that neighbor cell which is a source for the signal arrival, according to 

Huygens' relief. The neighboring source cells are found by recalculating the arrival times with 

equation (3). If there is more than one source, then a tie-breaking algorithm alternatively 

chooses the rightmost and leftmost source cell as the next position of the robot. If the robot has 

no sensing devices, then the next step is calculated by the same algorithm for the new position, 

and the process is repeated until the destination or a boundary of the map is reached. If the robot 

is sentient, then the robot's surroundings are scanned from the new position.   If new terrain 



information has been received, a corresponding new Huygens' relief is calculated. The 

subsequent step is planned based on the new Huygens' relief. Because there are no relative 

minima within the map, the robot cannot become stuck and its route ends either in a destination, 

a boundary cell, or (if the goal is terrain exploration) in a cell with H = Hiarge- 

To apply the described vicinity map method, one must specify the size and resolution of the 

vicinity map, in addition to the robot's location and the coordinates of the destinations. The 

choice of the size and resolution depends on the robot's task and on the resolution of the input 

map. (It is not sensible to use vicinity maps with a finer resolution than the available input map 

unless the robot is making itself a new map in real time.) One can expect to arrive at different 

solutions (different routes) for different vicinity map specifications. Examples showing the 

influence of vicinity map parameters on the solution are discussed in section 4. 

2.3 Telescopic Map Method. A variation of the described vicinity map method is the 

telescopic map method. It also employs a vicinity map with detailed terrain information, but 

differs from the former method in the treatment of the terrain outside the vicinity map. Instead 

of assuming that the terrain outside the vicinity map is uniform, a set of coarse maps are used to 

represent major terrain features outside the vicinity map. The set consists of maps that are 

centered around the vicinity map, where each larger map is twice the size of its predecessor. The 

number of cells is the same in all maps—the cells in each larger map are twice as large as the 

cells in its predecessor (each larger cell contains four smaller cells). To simplify the logic for the 

computation of the maps, it is assumed that the number of cells in each map is the square of a 

power of two. (For practical purposes, maps with 32 x 32, 64 x 64, or 128 x 128 cells are most 

useful.) 

One can assume that usually the available (large) input terrain map has the same granulation 

as the vicinity map. Then, the vicinity map is a simple copy of the terrain map and the 

surrounding telescopic maps are obtained by averaging over the smaller cells. The number of 

telescopic maps is chosen such that the penultimate map contains the most distant destination (or 

the area to be explored, if the goal is area exploration). 



The next step is the computation of Huygens' relief. That calculation starts with the largest 

map and proceeds inward to the smaller maps. The computation in the largest map starts with 

setting all Huygens' relief values equal to an appropriate upper bound Hiarge- Next, Huygens' 

relief values in source cells (cells that contain at least one destination or unexplored cell) are set 

equal to zero if the largest map is the vicinity map, and otherwise equal to 

Hs=d9/(2Vna). (4) 

In equation (4), dg is the size of the source cell (i,;'), and v„ is the maximum speed for the 

present problem (usually corresponding to road speed). Hs is the signal propagation time across 

one half of the cell size. A positive relief value Hs for source cells in the larger maps is 

necessary because cells in different maps have different sizes. A relief value of zero models 

signal propagation with infinite speed across the cell; if the cell (of an outer map) is very large, 

then the final relief can be distorted. After assigning the proper relief values to the source cells, 

the values in the remaining cells of the largest map are computed, as described in sections 2.1 

and 2.2, by repeated application of equation (3) and without predetermined boundary values. 

This calculation is done for the whole map, including the central area that is covered by the 

smaller maps. 

When the iteration has converged, the calculated Huygens' relief values in those cells that 

border the next smaller map are used to calculate initial boundary cell values for the smaller 

map. The calculation is straightforward, and corresponding formulas are presented in Celmins 

1999. 

The calculation of Huygens' relief in the next smaller map uses the initial boundary cell 

values as described in section 2.2. After convergence, the initial boundary cell values for the 

next smallest map are calculated. The process is then repeated for the next smaller map until the 

relief in the smallest map (the vicinity map) has been obtained. The robot's route in the vicinity 

map is calculated stepwise as described in section 2.2. 
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As in the vicinity map method, the specification of the size and resolution of the innermost 

map is important and should be done according to the needs of the specific task. Examples of 

the application of the telescopic map method are given in section 4. Numerical experiments with 

the telescopic map method show that the choice of the vicinity map parameters is less crucial for 

the telescopic map method because information about distant features of the terrain is taken into 

account, albeit in rough approximation. On the other hand, the restriction of the number of cells 

to squares of powers of two can be inconvenient in particular problems. 

2.4 Finite Footprints and Sensing Ranges. Some modifications of the route-finding 

method from the previous section are needed if either the size of the robot is not negligible or if 

the robot is in exploring mode and has sensing devices with a range that exceeds its size. The 

size of the robot is important in cases where the terrain contains impenetrable obstacles with 

small openings. The described route calculation permits routes to pass through any opening if a 

signal can propagate through it, but a small opening might not be passable by a large robot. 

Similarly, the path of a finite size robot should not graze impenetrable obstacles, but instead be 

kept at a half-diameter distance from such walls. These route restrictions can be easily 

implemented in a navigation function algorithm by inflating all impenetrable obstacles by one 

half diameter of the robot and by using the modified terrain for the calculation of the navigation 

function. The inflated obstacles are called C-obstacles (Latombe 1991). In our method, 

impenetrable obstacles are represented in the terrain map by cells with zero navigation speed. A 

map with corresponding C-obstacles can be obtained from the original map in one sweep by 

replacing in reach cell (/, j), the navigation speed v,y with the smallest navigation speed value 

within the footprint of the robot located at (i, j). This operation not only generates C-obstacles 

from impenetrable obstacles, but also inflates areas with low navigation speeds. The result is 

that the planned route of a finite-size robot will be planned at proper distances from low speed 

areas. The modified speed map is called a C-map; the corresponding Huygens' relief is 

calculated using the C-map as input. In the vicinity map method, the C-map is produced only for 

the vicinity map; in the telescopic map method, C-maps are calculated for every map in the set of 

telescopic maps. The local algorithms for route calculation in Huygens' relief do not need to be 

changed. 
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If the sensing range of an exploring robot exceeds its footprint, then the robot is able to 

observe the (unknown) target area without actually entering it. The visitation of such 

observation points can be important, for instance, when the target area is located behind a 

transparent obstacle (river), is inside a building with windows, or is in a wedge between walls. 

In such cases, the observation points should be treated as destination cells in addition to the 

exploring cells. A simplistic solution to this problem is to inflate the unknown (exploration) 

areas by the range of the sensors; however, test calculations with this solution produce routes 

with undesirable properties. (When the robot is in the sensing neighborhood of the exploration 

area, the inflated exploration area often includes more than one neighbor cell to the robot's 

position. The robot then needs criteria for the choice of the next step, but it is not possible to 

provide reasonable criteria for all situations. Without sophisticated discrimination criteria, the 

route becomes erratic.) A better solution is to designate as destinations only those observation 

points from which the target area can be observed but not directly reached. This includes 

observation points that allow observation through transparent impenetrable obstacles (lakes, 

windows) or through inflated parts of opaque impenetrable obstacles. Target areas that are not 

obstructed do not need to be inflated because they will be properly approached without inflation, 

and the exploration will be completed at the sensor range from the target. For the calculation of 

Huygens' relief, the observation points that are designated as destinations receive the same fixed 

value Hs (equation 4) as other destination cells. 

3. Exploration Tasks and Algorithms 

If the task of the robot is to travel to a destination D, then the calculation of the 

corresponding Huygens' relief starts with assigning H = HS for the cell that contains the 

destination. That cell becomes a source cell for the signal arrival time calculation and acts as an 

attractor for paths of robots. If the task of the robot is terrain exploration, all areas to be explored 

are treated as sources; the Huygens' relief values for all cells in those areas are set equal to Hs- 

The purpose of the exploration can be, for instance, a checking and/or updating of terrain 

information, mine clearing and/or planting, decontamination, or other activities that require the 

coverage of an area. The terrain itself (the speed map in our case) might or might not be known 

12 



at the beginning of an exploration. Determining the exploration path is conceptually similar to 

finding a path to a predetermined destination in partially known terrain. If the task is to reach a 

destination, then the robot is given the coordinates of the destination (possibly several 

destinations). But if the task is exploration, then the robot is given the outline of the area (or 

areas) that is to be explored. The difference is that in the former case only a few cells are 

destination cells, but in the latter case, typically many cells are destination cells. The 

route-finding algorithm from Huygens' relief is the same in either case. 

There are, however, certain differences in the implementation of the route-finding 

algorithms. If the goal is to cover a finite area with observations, then the robot must maintain a 

map where the unexplored parts are indicated (let the map be called an E-map). At every step 

(new position) the robot scans its surroundings. If new features are detected, the robot updates 

the E-map and computes a corresponding Huygens' relief from which the next step is computed, 

and so on. (For instance, a new feature is the completed scanning of a terrain part, which 

changes the E-map.) For the relief calculation, the unexplored areas in the E-map are treated as 

destination areas and are assigned the value of Hs when Huygens' relief is calculated. In 

addition, H - Hs is also assigned to regions in the vicinity of unexplored areas from where the 

unknown areas can be observed through impenetrable transparent obstacles. We call a thus 

modified E-map an S-map. Because the E-map and S-map may be updated at every step, route 

planning for exploration cannot be done in advance for the whole route (as can be done for 

navigation in a known terrain to given destinations). Instead, only one step is determined at a 

time, and determining the next step is postponed until sensor input for the new position is 

received. In addition, one must now discriminate not only between areas with slow and fast 

navigation speeds, but also between obstacles that are opaque or transparent for the sensing 

device. These terrain properties are not necessarily interdependent because a water body can be 

impenetrable and transparent, and an area with dense vegetation can be penetrable and opaque. 

The transparency properties of obstacles must be taken into account for the preparation of 

S-maps. 
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Describing the algorithm for exploration route-finding, we first consider the case where the 

area to be explored is located within the vicinity map. Then, the algorithm consists of the 

following steps: 

(1) Obtain an E-map (speed map with indicated unexplored areas). 

(2) Prepare a C-map (speed map with inflated obstacles). 

(3) Prepare an S-map (with obstacles from the C-map and unexplored areas from the E-map). 

(4) Compute Huygens' relief (using the S-map). 

(5) Compute the next position of the robot (using the Huygens' relief). 

(6) Move the robot to the new position and scan its surroundings. 

(7) Check whether the task is complete and whether new information has been obtained. 

(8) If the task is not complete and there is no new information, go to step (5). 

If the task is not complete and new information has been obtained, go to step (1). 

The concepts and properties of C and S-maps are illustrated in Figures 1-4. Figure 1 (an 

E-map) shows a simple terrain with an impenetrable opaque wall at y = 4 m. The wall has a door 

at 3.2m<x<5.8m. There is also a window at 10.2m<x< 12.8m, which is assumed 

impenetrable but transparent. The impenetrable wall and window are assigned zero navigation 

speeds. The navigation speed in the remaining known areas is assumed to be uniform and finite. 

The two white areas to the south of the wall indicate areas to be explored. For instance, a robot 

approaching from the north with a sensing radius of 2 m can explore the areas by either passing 

through the door and turning east, or by remaining to the north of the wall and inspecting the 

west areas through the door and the east area through the window. (The two curves to the north 

of the wall indicate two exploration routes of the latter type.) 

A Huygens' relief, based only on navigation speed (without taking into account the 

transparency of the window), is shown in Figure 2; the cell size in this example is 10 x 10 cm . 

The contour lines in the figure indicate signal arrival times from the unknown areas. The 

contour lines have corners due to the granulation of signal propagation directions. Because 

signals can propagate in only eight distinct directions, the contours of signal arrival times from a 
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Figure 1. Terrain With Wall. 

Figure 2. Huygens'Relief for a Solid Wall. 

point in a uniform velocity field are octagons instead of circles. It is clear from the figure that 

for a robot approaching from the north along the steepest descent lines, only the door is an 

attraction area. The robot will, therefore, pass through the door and continue its exploration to 

the south of the wall. 
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Figure 3. Huygens' Relief for a Wall With Window. 

Figure 4. Huygens' Relief for a Robot With Finite Footprint. 

Figure 3 shows the Huygens' relief of the same terrain, but based on an S-map corresponding 

to a robot sensing radius of 2 m. The S-map contains a false unexplored area to the north of the 

window, shown as a white area in the Huygens' relief. That area is the locus of observation 

points from where the robot can inspect the unexplored area to the south through the window. 

The false unexplored area acts as an additional attraction point for route calculation.  Using the 
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relief in Figure 3, an exploring robot's route depends on the robot's initial position, which can be 

either entirely to the north of the wall or can include a pass through the door. Figure 1 shows 

two possible exploring routes. The thick dashed curve that grazes the wall is the route for an 

exploring robot with a negligible footprint. The initial part of the route is based on the Huygens' 

relief that is shown in Figure 3. (Because the relief is recalculated when new observations by the 

robot are incorporated into the S-map, the latter parts of the route are computed using new, 

updated Huygens' reliefs.) 

For robots with finite footprints, Huygens' relief must be calculated using an S-map (a map 

with indicated search areas) that is based on a terrain map with inflated obstacles (a C-map). 

Figure 4 shows the Huygens' relief based on such an S-map for a robot with a circular footprint 

of 1-m diameter. It shows that the wall and window thicknesses have been increased by 0.5 m in 

all directions, which among other things reduces the size of the door opening. In addition to the 

false unexplored area north of the window, there are two new false unexplored areas north of the 

door. These areas are the loci from where the robot can observe parts of the actual unexplored 

area through the inflation zone of the wall. In the present example, such false unexplored areas 

are unnecessary because the robot's footprint does not prevent passage through the door. 

However, if the door opening were too small to allow the robot's passage through the door, the 

inflated walls would completely cover the opening and transform the door into a transparent 

impenetrable obstacle like a window. In such cases, only a false attraction area to the north 

would enable the robot to find observation points that allow exploration of the unknown area. 

Therefore, inflation zones of impenetrable obstacles are treated as windows for the preparation of 

S-maps. An exploration curve for a robot with 1-m diameter is shown in Figure 1 as a thin line. 

The beginning of the route is calculated using the Huygens' relief of Figure 4. At all times, the 

route places the robot at an appropriate distance from the wall. 

4. Examples 

A first example illustrates the exploration of a room with simple obstacles. Figure 5 shows a 

map of a room where the dark gray areas denote transparent obstacles (such as tables), and the 
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Figure 5. Room With Simple Obstacles. 

black areas indicate opaque obstacles (such as walls or closets). We assume that the interior of 

the room is unknown and to be explored. The granulation in this example is provided by a grid 

with 20 x 20 cm2 cells. 

Figure 6 shows the Huygens' relief for the room in Figure 5 and for a robot with a negligible 

footprint. The inside of the room is unknown and treated as source area, indicated in white in 

this picture. Signals from that source exit through the doors of the room, causing typical relief 

features that make the door openings attractors for the robot. (The contour lines in this example 

follow the contours of the computational cells; in section three, interpolated contours were 

presented). 

Figure 7 shows an initial portion of the path of an exploring robot with a 2-m sensing radius 

and the corresponding partially explored area. The corresponding Huygens' relief is shown in 

Figure 8. 

The completed path and exploration result is shown in Figure 9. The room has been 

completely mapped, except for the inside of the closet that is not available to the robot. 
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Figure 6. Initial Huygens' Relief for a Room. 
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Figure 7. Partially Explored Room. 

In this example, we used a map for path finding and navigation that covered the entire room. 

The use of a single map that covers the entire area of interest is generally recommended for 

exploration work in maze-like terrain. A vicinity map method or telescopic map method where 

the vicinity map covers only a fraction of the maze can have problems with finding a reasonable 
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Figure 8. Huygens' Relief for a Partially Explored Room. 
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Figure 9. Exploration of a Room by a Small Robot: Complete-Map Method. 

route because in these methods, terrain features outside the vicinity map are not fully taken into 

account. Thus, in the present example, the opaque closet presents a problem when it is not inside 

the current vicinity map, as illustrated in Figure 10. It shows the exploring path of the same 

robot as that in Figure 9, but calculated by the vicinity map method using a vicinity map with 
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Figure 10. Exploration of a Room by a Small Robot: Vicinity-Map Method. 

32 x 32 cells and a side length of 6.4 m. Most of the exploring path is the same as in Figure 9, 

but at the very end, the robot reverses itself and travels back to a position with x ~ 7 m. This 

reversal is caused by the unexplored inside of the closet. At the position x ~ 4 m (which should 

be the end position), the closet is outside the current vicinity map and its interior is treated 

simply as an unexplored outside area. The simplified treatment of outside terrain does not 

distinguish between accessible and enclosed unexplored areas. Therefore, the robot proceeds 

towards the closet and the exploration ends only when the entire closet is inside the vicinity map 

and recognized as an unaccessible unexplored area. 

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the use of the telescopic map method for the same exploration 

task with the same vicinity map used in the previous example. Figure 11 shows a partially 

explored room with white areas indicating the unexplored (unknown) parts of the room. The 

robot's position is indicated by a triangle, and its path up to its present position is shown as a 

thick curved line. At the indicated position, a new set of telescopic maps have been made with 

the robot in the center of the vicinity map; the boundaries of the vicinity map and of the next 

larger map are indicated by heavy straight lines. Figure 12 shows the corresponding simplified 

terrain map that is used to calculate Huygens' relief. The figure shows that the closet might also 
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Figure 11. Partially Explored Room: Telescopic Map Method. 

Figure 12. Partially Explored Room in Telescopic Map Representation. 

present a problem for the telescopic map method because the 40-cm cells in the larger map are 

too coarse for an accurate representation of the closet. After exploring the west part of the room, 

the true nature of the closet will be revealed only when the robot has moved close enough to 

cover the entire closet by its vicinity map. 
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In the next example, we specify a robot with a diameter of 0.4 m. A robot with this diameter 

cannot negotiate the narrow northeast door and is also unable to pass through the space between 

the closet and the south wall. A corresponding exploring route is shown in Figure 13 and is quite 

different from that in Figure 9. 
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Figure 13. Room Exploration by a Finite Robot. 

We now consider navigation in open terrain. An example of a terrain is shown in Figure 14 

with the unexplored area indicated by a dashed frame in the center part. Areas with different 

navigation speeds are indicated by shades of gray. The area contains some roads, three wooded 

areas in the northern part, and a lake to the south from the center. We assume that the navigation 

speed in the fields is less than the road speed, and that the speed in the wooded areas is less than 

in open fields. The lake cannot be crossed by the robot because it is assigned zero speed. There 

are no impenetrable opaque elements in this scenario. 

The initial position of the robot is shown as a large circle in the southwest corner of the map. 

There are two exploration routes that start from the same initial position. The routes were 

obtained by the vicinity map method using a vicinity map with a side length of 640 m and 

10 x 10 m2 cells. The routes correspond to robots with 200-m sensing radiuses but with different 

footprints. The thick dash-dot curve is the exploration path of a robot with negligible footprint, 
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Figure 14. Exploration of a Simple Terrain. 

which for the present granulation means a footprint with less than a 10 m diameter. The thinner 

curve is for a robot with a 50 m footprint. (In the present context, the footprint does not mean 

the physical size of the robot, but indicates instead that the robot should avoid impenetrable 

obstacles by a half-diameter of the specified footprint.) A comparison of both paths shows that 

the robot with the larger footprint does indeed stay away from obstacles and low-speed areas. 

To complete the exploration, each robot used a sequence of 20 vicinity maps. Figure 15 

shows one of the vicinity maps. The center of the map (the location of the robot at the time the 

map was generated) is indicated by a triangle. The white area within the wood, to the west of the 

robot, is yet to be explored; the subsequent path indicates that the exploration is done by 

navigating along the boundary of the wood. The area outside the vicinity map is assumed to be 

uniform for the path planning. In this example, the robot needed four more vicinity maps to 

complete the exploration. 

Figure 16 shows the same terrain as it appears in the telescopic map method after partial 

exploration. The telescopic map method was used with the same cell size as in the previous 

example (10 x 10 m2 cells), but the size of the vicinity map was only half as large. The side 

length of the vicinity map was 320 m and the diameter of the robot was assumed negligible. One 
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Figure 15. Vicinity Map for Terrain Exploration. 
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Figure 16. Set of Telescopic Maps for Terrain Exploration. 
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notices that the exploration paths of the two methods (Figures 14 and 16) are different, which is 

caused mainly by the different sizes of the vicinity maps. When the telescopic map method was 

used with the same 64 x 64 cell vicinity map that was used for the vicinity map method, then the 

computed paths were almost identical. The smaller vicinity map in this example produced a 

faster exploration route of approximately 14.8 min vs. approximately 18.3 min travel time. 

Neither of the two methods had problems finding appropriate exploration routes. Complications 

from finite impenetrable structures are less likely to occur in open terrain situations than in 

maze-like terrains. 

The next example illustrates the exploration of an actual terrain. Figure 17 shows a map with 

12.5 x 12.5 m2 cell granulation of an area in Fort Drum, NY (Champion 1998). The different 

colors in the map indicate different navigation speeds. We have used five speed categories that 

roughly correspond to roads, open terrain, lightly wooded areas, water, and impenetrable and 

opaque wilderness areas. (The wilderness areas are dark blue and can be seen at various places 

along the river banks.) The area to be explored (and assumed unknown to the robot) is indicated 

by a white frame. 

E 

1 
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Figure 17. Speed Map of a Fort Drum, NY Area. 
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Figure 18 shows an exploring robot's path that is obtained with the vicinity map method. 

The robot has a negligible footprint (less than 12.5-m diameter) and a sensing radius of 200 m. 

Its initial position is indicated by a large circle in the northeast area of the map. The side length 

of the vicinity map was 800 m, and the cell size was the same as that in the input map. Hence, 

the vicinity map had a grid of 64 x 64 cells. A total of 10 vicinity maps were used in sequence to 

find the route to the unknown area, and another 11 maps were used to explore the area. The 

figure shows that the robot finds a fast approach to the unknown area by using roads as 

appropriate, taking a short path through woods, and finding a pass through a wilderness area. 

E a. 

Figure 18. Access Route to Unknown Terrain. 

Details of the exploring path within the unknown area are shown in Figure 19. Again, roads 

and bridges are used where appropriate and obstacles that would slow down the travel are 

circumnavigated. The final leg of the exploration route is used to explore a small area in the 

eastern part of the map. That area was shielded by opaque and impenetrable terrain when the 

robot traveled southward along the river bank at the beginning of the exploration. 
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Figure 19. Exploring Route Within Unknown Area. 

An example of the situation after a partial exploration is shown in Figure 20. It shows a 

vicinity map that represents the robot's current world view. The boundaries of the originally 

unknown area are indicated by the dashed frame. The position of the robot at the time when this 

map was generated is indicated by a small circle. At that time, unexplored areas are in the 

northwest corner of the unknown area and behind the opaque obstacle to the east. The dotted 

line indicates the final leg of the robot's path and shows that the robot will first explore the 

northwest area and then proceed to the last unknown area to the east. To complete the 

exploration, four more vicinity maps were used. (Because the sensing radius of the robot was 

200 m, a new vicinity map was generated whenever the robot moved to a distance of less than 

200 m from a map border.) 

We mentioned earlier that the size of the vicinity map should be commensurate with the 

obstacles in the terrain. On the other hand, a vicinity map that is too large (more than 80 x 80 

cells) slows down the route computation. In the example presented, the exploring area and its 

surroundings contain impenetrable obstacles with some passageways, such as bridges. A proper 

vicinity map should be large enough to include such passages when they are important for the 
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Figure 20. Vicinity Map After Partial Exploration. 

approach to the exploring area. For instance, if the task is to find an access to the unknown area 

from a point in the northwest (across the river), then the vicinity map must be large enough so 

that the bridge is within the map at the time when the robot arrives at the river's banks. A map 

that does not contain the bridge cannot be used to find the bridge, and a robot using such a map 

would become stuck on the west side of the river. (Using the small 800 m x 800 m2 vicinity map 

of the example, the robot travels in an infinite loop back and forth along the river bank searching 

for a passage.) A possible strategy for finding access in this and similar situations is to use a 

large vicinity map with coarse granulation for the access route and to switch to a smaller map 

with fine granulation when the exploring area has been reached. Because the robot is frequently 

updating his internal map, switching to a finer granulation can be easily incorporated into the 

navigation algorithm. The telescopic map method is a variation of such an approach. 

Figure 21 shows the exploration path by the telescopic map method using a vicinity map with 

64 x 64 cells, the same as in the previous example. In this case, the telescopic map method 

produces a different path. Approaching the destination area, the robot uses more roads and 

circumnavigates the wood to the east of the target area instead of using the short pass through the 
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Figure 21. Exploring Route With the Telescopic Map Method. 

wilderness. The difference occurs because in the telescopic map method, the terrain outside the 

vicinity map is represented in the outer (coarser) maps; therefore, the possibility of 

circumnavigation on roads can be taken into account and compared with the time necessary for 

crossing the wood and wilderness areas. Inside the unknown terrain, the route is different, of 

course, because the terrain was entered at a different point. The total travel time for the 

exploration was 43 min compared to 48 min for the vicinity map method. Hence, the ability to 

recognize road connections outside the vicinity map has saved some travel time. 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

In this report, we have described a simple algorithm for determining routes that allow the 

exploration of specified areas by a robot. The algorithm uses a navigation function that is based 

on Huygens' Principle in optics and we illustrated how the algorithm can be used for exploration 

in open terrain with the help of vicinity maps. In this method, the robot keeps a detailed internal 

map of its neighborhood and determines its next position based on information in the map. As 

the robot moves, new vicinity maps are established at appropriate intervals. For destinations and 
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exploring areas that are outside the vicinity map, we propose two approaches. In a vicinity map 

approach, only the coordinates of outside destinations enter the calculation, which provides a 

general bearing for the route to the destination. In a telescopic map method, the outside terrain is 

represented by a set of maps that are less detailed at larger distances from the robot. Either of 

these methods is more efficient than a method that uses large terrain maps at all times. In an 

open terrain situation, the use of submaps is a necessity. 

To use any of the submap methods, one has to specify the resolution and size of the vicinity 

map. The resolution generally depends on particulars of the exploration task and is usually 

predetermined. The size of the vicinity map has to be selected by two contradicting 

requirements: (1) it should be large to cover all salient features of the terrain, and (2) it should 

be small to save computing time. If important terrain features at larger distances are to be taken 

into account, then the telescopic map method is likely to provide better results. The computing 

cost of that method is slightly higher, but it is less sensitive to the choice of the vicinity map 

parameters. 

The route planning algorithms were developed for robot navigation. They can, of course, 

also be used for route planning in other situations, such as route finding for troops or for any 

Army units. In the examples in this report we were concerned with finding the fastest routes, but 

the algorithm is equally applicable to other requirements for the routes. 
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